Clubs of the
MID WEST FOOTBALL LEAGUE

The clubs shown in these charts are collated from information contained in the book "Encyclopaedia of South Australian Football Clubs" compiled by Peter Lines and from League records.

Not all links indicate a merger of clubs, some clubs in a region simply folded or did not reform after a recess. They have been shown to recognise the clubs that have existed in our region in the drawing area of current clubs, thus forming the history and heritage of the clubs of today.

It is interesting to note that there are 44 clubs recognised here, having evolved since the early 1900s to the six clubs in competition in 2018.

There is a blurred border between the history of Western Districts and West Coast Hawks areas, as many clubs having merged towards Western Districts are geographically closer to Streaky Bay, and hence some players headed that way.

A separate chart looks at the Leagues and Associations that have existed in the current Mid West Football League area.